
 
 
July 18, 2012 
 
James Pethokoukis posts on the latest collectivist wisdom from the One.  
... That ranks right up there with “When you spread the wealth around, it’s good for everybody” 
as an Obama statement that seemingly confirms a collectivist streak in his economic 
cosmology. 

1. The less damning interpretation is that Obama is merely parroting Elizabeth Warren’s 
blindingly obvious statement that private enterprise benefits from certain public goods that 
government provides, such as education and infrastructure, and thus investors and 
entrepreneurs and other wealthy Americans shouldn’t mind paying taxes for them. 

But  that’s a strawman argument — and a divisive one at that. Demonization through distortion. 
Few opponents of higher taxes are arguing that the most successful Americans should pay no 
taxes — only that with the top 1% making 20% of the income and paying 40% of the taxes, that 
the system is already progressive enough. Indeed, you could quite plausibly argue that the 
United States already has the most progressive and lopsided income tax system among 
advanced economies. 

2.  The more worrisome interpretation is that Obama is adding his own philosophical addendum 
to the Warren Doctrine: that there is no such thing as individual achievement or merit. All 
success is directly due to society’s collective effort as manifested by government. It takes a 
village — or at least its bureaucrats — to accomplish anything. There are no heroes, no great 
Americans other than The People who express the National Will through Government. As if the 
nation’s entrepreneurs all stand on the shoulders of the giants at the Commerce Department 
and the Small Business Administration and the Energy Department. If entrepreneurs really add 
no value to the efforts of government, why not not tax them at 90%? That way, more money for 
government — the “somebody else” in the Obama statement — to create more middle-class 
prosperity. ... 

  
  
Jennifer Rubin too.  
... The philosophy is based on resentment toward wealth and ignorance about how it is created. 
On Friday, Obama told us, in what is certainly his most revealing comment, of the campaign: 
There are a lot of wealthy, successful Americans who agree with me — because they want to 
give something back. They know they didn’t — look, if you’ve been successful, you didn’t get 
there on your own. You didn’t get there on your own. I’m always struck by people who think, 
well, it must be because I was just so smart. There are a lot of smart people out there. It must 
be because I worked harder than everybody else. Let me tell you something — there are a 
whole bunch of hardworking people out there. 
If you were successful, somebody along the line gave you some help. There was a great 
teacher somewhere in your life. Somebody helped to create this unbelievable American system 
that we have that allowed you to thrive. Somebody invested in roads and bridges. If you’ve got a 
business — you didn’t build that. Somebody else made that happen. 



I don’t think any president or major presidential candidate has ever articulated this view. It’s not 
very far from that to “property is theft,” after all. Notice how un-nuanced is his statement — no 
recognition that entrepreneurship is in fact the engine of growth or that government activity is 
not a undiluted good. ... 

  
  
Pethokoukis reports on Paul Ryan's comments. Here's Ryan;  
... Every now and then, he (Obama) pierces the veil. He’s usually pretty coy about his ideology, 
but he lets the veil slip from time to time. … His straw man argument is this ridiculous caricature 
where he’s trying to say if you want any security in life, you stick with me. If you go with these 
Republicans, they’re going to feed you to the wolves because they believe in some Hobbesian 
state of nature, and it’s one or the other which is complete bunk, absolutely ridiculous. But it 
seems to be the only way he thinks he can make his case. He’s deluded himself into thinking 
that his so-called enemies are these crazy individualists who believe in some dog-eat-dog 
society when what he’s really doing is basically attacking people like entrepreneurs and stacking 
up a list of scapegoats to blame for his failures. 

His comments seem to derive from a naive vision of a government-centered society and a 
government-directed economy. It stems from an idea that the nucleus of society and the 
economy is government not the people. … It is antithetical to the American idea. We believe in 
free communities, and this is a statist attack on free communities. … As all of his big 
government spending programs fail to restore jobs and growth. he seems to be retreating into a 
statist vision of government direction and control of a free society that looks backward to the 
failed ideologies of the 20th century. 

This is not a Bill Clinton Democrat. He’s got this very government-centric, old 20th century 
collectivist philosophy which negates the American experiment which is people living in 
communities, supporting one another, having government stick to its limits so it can do its job 
really well … Those of use who are conservative believe in government, we just believe 
government has limits. We want government to do what it does well and respect its limits so civil 
society and families can flourish on their own and do well and achieve their potential. ... 

  
  
  
John Podhoretz calls it the biggest mistake of 2012 because there are so many 
small sole-proprietorships.  
... In 2007, the last year for which we have data, according to the Census Bureau, there were 
21.7 million businesses in the United States with no employees—meaning they were sole 
proprietorships, or free-lance businesses employing only their owner. Of the six million 
remaining businesses in the U.S., more than 3 million had 1 to 4 employees, and 1 million had 5 
to 9. So, all in all, small businesses run by one person employing fewer than ten numbered an 
astonishing 25 million. 

This is probably the matter of greatest pride for each and every one of the people who runs that 
business. He or she views himself or herself as a hard-working, go-getting, scrappy individualist. 
And it’s likely that many of them—many, many of them—are independent voters. Certainly that 
was the case 20 years ago when Ross Perot scored 20 percent of the vote, overwhelmingly 



from small businessmen who were angered by George H.W. Bush and yet couldn’t pull the lever 
for Bill Clinton. America is different demographically, but the class of people to whom Perot 
appealed is far larger than it was then. 

And a man running for national office just said of their own businesses that they “didn’t build 
that. Somebody else made that happen.” This statement is a colossal opportunity for Mitt 
Romney and will prove a suppurating wound for the president, who revealed a degree not only 
of condescension but of contempt for the very people who are going to decide this election. ... 

  
  
Fiscal Times has 12 reasons why college costs keep rising.  
University presidents and economists like David Feldman and Robert Archibald often cite the 
Baumol Effect (named after a Princeton economist) as a key reason college costs keep 
rising. They argue that higher education is a service industry where it is inherently difficult to 
raise productivity by substituting machines for humans. Teaching is like theater: it takes as 
many actors today to produce King Lear as it did when Shakespeare wrote it 400 years ago. 
While there is some truth to the argument, in reality technology does allow a single teacher to 
reach ever bigger audiences (using everything from microphones to streaming video). 
Moreover, a majority of college costs today are not for instruction –the number of administrators, 
broadly defined, often exceeds the number of faculty. 

The second explanation comes from former Education Secretary Bill Bennett: rapidly expanding 
federal student financial assistance programs have pushed up college prices, so the gains from 
student aid accrue less to students than to the colleges themselves, financing an academic 
arms race. Recent studies support the Bennett Hypothesis. Student aid has fueled the demand 
for higher education. In the market economy, increased demand for a product made by one 
company (say the iPhone) quickly spurs competition (other smart phones), so prices do not rise. 
That fails to happen in higher education, as many providers restrict supply to enhance prestige. 
Harvard has an Admissions Committee, McDonald’s does not. ... 

  
Andrew Malcolm with late night humor.   
Leno: President Obama urges Americans not to read too much into the recent terrible jobs 
report. In fact, he said it's probably best if you don't read it at all. 

Fallon: Obama says the biggest mistake of his first term was not telling a story that gave 
Americans a sense of unity. Then, Americans replied, “Fixing the economy would’ve been cool 
too.” 

Leno: Joe Biden says Mitt Romney's economic policies are "George Bush on steroids." Well, 
Obama's policies are Jimmy Carter's on Ambien. 

  
Great pics from The Great Demotivator.  
  

 
 
 



American.com   
Obama to American business: You’re welcome 
by James Pethokoukis  

It’s always illuminating when President Obama gives his insights on how America’s free 
enterprise system works. Here he is last Friday at a campaign event in Virginia: 

There are a lot of wealthy, successful Americans who agree with me — because they want to 
give something back. They know they didn’t — look, if you’ve been successful, you didn’t get 
there on your own. You didn’t get there on your own. I’m always struck by people who think, 
well, it must be because I was just so smart. There are a lot of smart people out there. It must 
be because I worked harder than everybody else. Let me tell you something — there are a 
whole bunch of hardworking people out there. 

If you were successful, somebody along the line gave you some help. There was a great 
teacher somewhere in your life. Somebody helped to create this unbelievable American system 
that we have that allowed you to thrive. Somebody invested in roads and bridges. If you’ve got a 
business — you didn’t build that. Somebody else made that happen. The Internet didn’t get 
invented on its own. Government research created the Internet so that all the companies could 
make money off the Internet. 

Of course, the money line in that snippet of the speech is “If you’ve got a business — you didn’t 
build that. Somebody else made that happen.” 

That ranks right up there with “When you spread the wealth around, it’s good for everybody” as 
an Obama statement that seemingly confirms a collectivist streak in his economic cosmology. 

1. The less damning interpretation is that Obama is merely parroting Elizabeth Warren’s 
blindingly obvious statement that private enterprise benefits from certain public goods that 
government provides, such as education and infrastructure, and thus investors and 
entrepreneurs and other wealthy Americans shouldn’t mind paying taxes for them. 

But  that’s a strawman argument — and a divisive one at that. Demonization through distortion. 
Few opponents of higher taxes are arguing that the most successful Americans should pay no 
taxes — only that with the top 1% making 20% of the income and paying 40% of the taxes, that 
the system is already progressive enough. Indeed, you could quite plausibly argue that the 
United States already has the most progressive and lopsided income tax system among 
advanced economies. 

2.  The more worrisome interpretation is that Obama is adding his own philosophical addendum 
to the Warren Doctrine: that there is no such thing as individual achievement or merit. All 
success is directly due to society’s collective effort as manifested by government. It takes a 
village — or at least its bureaucrats — to accomplish anything. There are no heroes, no great 
Americans other than The People who express the National Will through Government. As if the 
nation’s entrepreneurs all stand on the shoulders of the giants at the Commerce Department 
and the Small Business Administration and the Energy Department. If entrepreneurs really add 
no value to the efforts of government, why not not tax them at 90%? That way, more money for 
government — the “somebody else” in the Obama statement — to create more middle-class 
prosperity. 



Does he not think free enterprise is an essential part of “this unbelievable American system”? 

3. There’s also no recognition in the speech of all the many ways government hurts business, 

– how government wastes tax dollars and cause tax rates to be higher than they should be, 

– how government impedes business through dumb and duplicative regulations, 

– how government threatens the viability of the Republic through the monstrous and ever-
mounting national debt., 

– how the best laid plans of government might not work as well in practice as they do in theory. 

In speech after speech — even taken in their best possible light — the president demonstrates 
that he is a man of government first and last and through and through, that he sees government 
as the font of innovation and growth. 

Explains a lot, doesn’t it? 

 
Right Turn 
Obama the left-wing ideologue 
by Jennifer Rubin 

In the 2008 presidential campaign, candidate Barack Obama said he didn’t care whether a 
capital gains tax increase raised more revenue because it was an issue of fairness. In other 
words, it is more important, than job growth and debt reduction, to try to hurt the rich. In 2010, 
he relented, accepting that a tax hike (i.e., expiration of Bush tax cuts) would hurt the economy, 
so the tax cuts for the “rich” were extended.  

Now the Democrats are back to their old tricks. It’s more important to tax the rich than to prevent 
the entire economy from going over the fiscal cliff, they say. This, I suppose, is what they call 
fairness — we tumble into a recession together. Forcing an economic collapse is not a bug but a 
strategy! 

The philosophy is based on resentment toward wealth and ignorance about how it is created. 
On Friday, Obama told us, in what is certainly his most revealing comment, of the campaign: 

There are a lot of wealthy, successful Americans who agree with me — because they want to 
give something back. They know they didn’t — look, if you’ve been successful, you didn’t get 
there on your own. You didn’t get there on your own. I’m always struck by people who think, 
well, it must be because I was just so smart. There are a lot of smart people out there. It must 
be because I worked harder than everybody else. Let me tell you something — there are a 
whole bunch of hardworking people out there. 
If you were successful, somebody along the line gave you some help. There was a great 
teacher somewhere in your life. Somebody helped to create this unbelievable American system 
that we have that allowed you to thrive. Somebody invested in roads and bridges. If you’ve got a 
business — you didn’t build that. Somebody else made that happen. 



I don’t think any president or major presidential candidate has ever articulated this view. It’s not 
very far from that to “property is theft,” after all. Notice how un-nuanced is his statement — no 
recognition that entrepreneurship is in fact the engine of growth or that government activity is 
not a undiluted good.  

Jim Pethokoukis puts Obama’s philosophy in stark terms: “All success is directly due to society’s 
collective effort as manifested by government. It takes a village — or at least its bureaucrats — 
to accomplish anything. There are no heroes, no great Americans other than The People who 
express the National Will through Government. As if the nation’s entrepreneurs all stand on the 
shoulders of the giants at the Commerce Department and the Small Business Administration 
and the Energy Department.” 

Obama’s words are emblematic of a president blinded by ideology. If prosperity for all requires 
the rich to also get richer? Forget it. It is a sentiment that Obama can no longer conceal, and 
which, if followed, leads us to a poorer, less free and less dynamic society — Europe, in other 
words. 

How’s his philosophy working out? JP Morgan tells us: “This morning we lowered our tracking of 
Q2 GDP growth from 1.7% to 1.4%. For some time now we have noted that our Q3 GDP call — 
which was already below consensus at 2.0% — had risks that were skewed to the downside. 
After the latest round of data we have decided to lower our projection for Q3 to 1.5%.” In other 
words, going after wealth creators, er, gives us less wealth. And jobs. 

Reuters tells us: “A very weak U.S. retail sales report for June forced economists to again take 
an axe to their already meager forecasts for economic growth this year. Stephen Stanley at 
Pierpoint Securities, suggests the figures are beginning to dip dangerously close to contraction.” 
In short, we are heading for recession. 

As pernicious as his antagonism toward wealth creation may be, it is nothing compared to his 
attack on the work ethic, an assault that hurts the poor most of all. Mickey Kaus writes: “If the 
Republicans’ have any strategic sense they will now hit that sore spot again by making a big 
fuss about the Health and Human Service regulations that renege on the work requirements 
imposed on welfare recipients by the 1996 welfare reform law (and its successors).” He advises: 
“The Republicans’ need to go on offense about something. Obama’s HHS has now given them 
the gift of a large, slow-moving, profusely bleeding policy target. It’s not crazy to think you could 
get a two-thirds, veto-proof majority of Congress (Republicans plus skittish Dems) to stand 
Obama down on this issue. Make ignoring work pay!” 

So wealth creation is threat to prosperity, the rich got that way at our expense, and work 
shouldn’t be foisted on the able-bodied poor. Label it what you want, but this is far from the 
vision that has made America successful.  

I do wonder what responsible, middle-of-the-road Democrats must be thinking. Did they sign up 
for repeal of welfare reform, antagonism toward wealth for the sake of antagonism, fiscal 
insanity, and vitriol on a scale never seen before? I have to think that this is not what they want 
for their party and country. In good conscience, how can they root for four more years of this? 

  
  



American.com   
Paul Ryan rips Obama’s comment that “if you’ve got a business — you didn’t 
build that. Somebody else made that happen’ 
by James Pethokoukis 
  

 

It was Rep. Paul Ryan’s wife, Janna, who first saw — via Twitter — President Obama’s recent 
comments about American entrepreneurs, that “if you’ve got a business — you didn’t build that. 
Somebody else made that happen.” 

And the Wisconsin Republican — thought to be on Mitt Romney’s running-mate short list — 
couldn’t believe it. He thought someone must “have been putting words in the president’s 
mouth.” 

But Obama said it all. And Ryan absolutely tore into the president in a chat I had with him earlier 
today. Among the highlights: 

– “The idea that these entrepreneurs owe all their success to some government bureaucrat or 
some centralized planner just defies reality.” 

– “Every now and then, President Obama pierces the veil. He’s usually pretty coy about his 
ideology, but he lets the veil slip from time to time.” 

– “We believe in free communities and this is a statist attack on free communities.” 

– “He’s deluded himself into thinking that his so-called enemies are these crazy individualists 
who believe in some dog-eat-dog society when what he’s really doing is basically attacking 
people like entrepreneurs and stacking up a list of scapegoats to blame for his failures.” 



– “As all of his big government spending programs fail to restore jobs and growth, he seems to 
be retreating into a statist vision of government direction and control of a free society that looks 
backward to the failed ideologies of the 20th century.” 

– “Those of use who are conservative believe in government, we just believe government has 
limits. We want government to do what it does well and respect its limits so civil society and 
families can flourish on their own and do well and achieve their potential.” 

– “He wants to be as transformational as Reagan by undoing the entire Reagan revolution.” 

Now here are some longer excerpts: 

Every now and then, he pierces the veil. He’s usually pretty coy about his ideology, but he lets 
the veil slip from time to time. … His straw man argument is this ridiculous caricature where he’s 
trying to say if you want any security in life, you stick with me. If you go with these Republicans, 
they’re going to feed you to the wolves because they believe in some Hobbesian state of nature, 
and it’s one or the other which is complete bunk, absolutely ridiculous. But it seems to be the 
only way he thinks he can make his case. He’s deluded himself into thinking that his so-called 
enemies are these crazy individualists who believe in some dog-eat-dog society when what he’s 
really doing is basically attacking people like entrepreneurs and stacking up a list of scapegoats 
to blame for his failures. 

His comments seem to derive from a naive vision of a government-centered society and a 
government-directed economy. It stems from an idea that the nucleus of society and the 
economy is government not the people. … It is antithetical to the American idea. We believe in 
free communities, and this is a statist attack on free communities. … As all of his big 
government spending programs fail to restore jobs and growth. he seems to be retreating into a 
statist vision of government direction and control of a free society that looks backward to the 
failed ideologies of the 20th century. 

This is not a Bill Clinton Democrat. He’s got this very government-centric, old 20th century 
collectivist philosophy which negates the American experiment which is people living in 
communities, supporting one another, having government stick to its limits so it can do its job 
really well … Those of use who are conservative believe in government, we just believe 
government has limits. We want government to do what it does well and respect its limits so civil 
society and families can flourish on their own and do well and achieve their potential. 

How does building roads and bridge justify Obamacare? If you like the GI Bill therefore we must 
go along with socialized medicine. It’s a strange leap that he takes. …  To me it’s the laziest 
form of a debate to affix views to your opponent that they do not have so you can demonize 
them and defeat them and win the debate by default 

I think he believes America was on the right path until Reagan came along, and Reagan got us 
going in the wrong direction. And and he wants to be as transformational as Reagan by undoing 
the entire Reagan revolution. … I think he sees himself as bringing about the this wave of 
progressivism, and the only thing stopping him are these meddling conservatives who believe in 
these founding principles so he has to caricature them in the ugliest light possible to win the 
argument. 



Contentions 
The Biggest Mistake of Campaign 2012… 
by John Podhoretz 

…is not Mitt Romney’s handling of Bain Capital, or anything Mitt Romney has done. The biggest 
mistake was the one made by Barack Obama on Friday, when what you might call his now-
familiar “Declaration of Interdependence” went completely off the rails. Obama’s “we’re all in this 
together” bit has been a feature of his speeches during the past year, as he cites the 
government-led activities that have made this country better—land-grant colleges and 
infrastructure and the social safety net. It sounds kind of uplifting, which is why he likes to say it, 
and it fits his general message of a country in which government plays a central role for the 
good of all. 

But when he extended it to personal and private endeavor, the president revealed the danger of 
this message—to him.  ”If you’ve got a business, you didn’t build that,” Obama said. “Somebody 
else made that happen.” Aside from the fact that this isn’t even remotely true—if you’re a 
taxpayer and government funds were used to “make something happen,” then by definition you 
paid for it—it was profoundly stupid politically. In 2007, the last year for which we have 
data, according to the Census Bureau, there were 21.7 million businesses in the United States 
with no employees—meaning they were sole proprietorships, or free-lance businesses 
employing only their owner. Of the six million remaining businesses in the U.S., more than 3 
million had 1 to 4 employees, and 1 million had 5 to 9. So, all in all, small businesses run by one 
person employing fewer than ten numbered an astonishing 25 million. 

This is probably the matter of greatest pride for each and every one of the people who runs that 
business. He or she views himself or herself as a hard-working, go-getting, scrappy individualist. 
And it’s likely that many of them—many, many of them—are independent voters. Certainly that 
was the case 20 years ago when Ross Perot scored 20 percent of the vote, overwhelmingly 
from small businessmen who were angered by George H.W. Bush and yet couldn’t pull the lever 
for Bill Clinton. America is different demographically, but the class of people to whom Perot 
appealed is far larger than it was then. 

And a man running for national office just said of their own businesses that they “didn’t build 
that. Somebody else made that happen.” This statement is a colossal opportunity for Mitt 
Romney and will prove a suppurating wound for the president, who revealed a degree not only 
of condescension but of contempt for the very people who are going to decide this election. 

And if there’s one thing people recognize, it’s when they are being viewed with contempt. 

  
Fiscal Times 
12 Reasons College Costs Keep Rising 
by Richard Vedder 
  
University presidents and economists like David Feldman and Robert Archibald often cite the 
Baumol Effect (named after a Princeton economist) as a key reason college costs keep 
rising. They argue that higher education is a service industry where it is inherently difficult to 
raise productivity by substituting machines for humans. Teaching is like theater: it takes as 
many actors today to produce King Lear as it did when Shakespeare wrote it 400 years ago. 



While there is some truth to the argument, in reality technology does allow a single teacher to 
reach ever bigger audiences (using everything from microphones to streaming video). 
Moreover, a majority of college costs today are not for instruction –the number of administrators, 
broadly defined, often exceeds the number of faculty. 

The second explanation comes from former Education Secretary Bill Bennett: rapidly expanding 
federal student financial assistance programs have pushed up college prices, so the gains from 
student aid accrue less to students than to the colleges themselves, financing an academic 
arms race. Recent studies support the Bennett Hypothesis. Student aid has fueled the demand 
for higher education. In the market economy, increased demand for a product made by one 
company (say the iPhone) quickly spurs competition (other smart phones), so prices do not rise. 
That fails to happen in higher education, as many providers restrict supply to enhance prestige. 
Harvard has an Admissions Committee, McDonald’s does not. 

Here are 12 expressions that help explain the college cost explosion:  

1. Third party payments. When someone other than the consumer is paying some of the bills, 
the customer is not very sensitive to prices. Health care prices have soared for that reason, and 
it is contributing to the college price explosion as well. 

2.  Lack of information. For markets to work effectively, buyers and sellers need lots of 
information. Yet colleges (in the information business) and their customers, are remarkably 
ignorant about key aspects of higher education. Do seniors know more or think better than 
freshmen? Does the senior year add as much value to a student’s knowledge, sense of right or 
wrong, leadership or critical thinking skills, etc., as the sophomore year? How much do students 
apply themselves? Do they like their school? What do they earn five years after graduation? 
Does a sociology degree have the same vocational relevance as a degree in accounting or 
mechanical engineering? Answers to these and many other questions would help students and 
academic administrators make intelligent resource allocation decisions – yet no answers are 
available.  

3. Most higher education is not for profit. While most academics view that as a great virtue, I 
don’t.  The lack of a profit motive reduces incentives to cut costs, improve product quality, and 
other things necessary to make profits and enhance wealth in the private market economy.  

4. Closely related is the term bottom line. General Motors and Wal-Mart have well defined 
bottom lines –the stock price and profits. What is the bottom line for Harvard or Slippery Rock 
State? Who knows? How can you achieve goals if you don’t know, in a well defined sense, what 
they are? How can you get “more productive” when you cannot even measure your outputs 
well? 

5. Resource rigidities are a problem. Tenure makes it hard to move faculty resources from areas 
of low demand to those of higher demand. Faculty with lifetime appointments can fight 
innovation and change with relatively few adverse consequences, stifling innovation. 
Universities own large buildings that are often underutilized, particularly after changing 
consumer demand renders some of them obsolete. 

6. There are problems with barriers to entry and restrictions on competition. Both accreditation 
agencies and regulators make it difficult for small but innovative new institutions to begin. For 



example, proposals to require “state authorization” of on-line instruction in every state in which 
an institution operates forces smaller on-line companies out of the market in some states. 

7. The public nature of support and control of schools containing most students means that 
higher education is now, in some sense, politicized. Universities have to conform to rules in 
order to get government grants or allow students to receive student loans, and these rules do 
not always make sense, having a “one size fits all” dimension to them. 

8.  Universities try to charge what the traffic will bear, engaging in massive price discrimination, 
favoring some students (poorer ones, extremely bright ones, students of color) more than others 
(more affluent, less bright kids, white students.) 

9.  Universities engage in rent-seeking – receiving more payments than necessary to provide 
services. Workers sometimes receive inflated salaries not justified by market conditions or merit. 
Salaries are higher for those who get research grants for time off from teaching to do research, 
compared with those who continue to teach full loads. 

10.  Many schools, especially large research universities engage in massive cross-
subsidization, showering vast resources on some activities, such as graduate education, while 
providing little for, say, undergraduate instruction. Lower teaching loads to promote research are 
subsidized by tuition fees ostensibly paid to provide for student instruction. This increases tuition 
sticker prices. 

11. Ownership of universities is murky. Many groups think they own “their” school –the faculty, 
the trustees (the legal owners usually), the alumni, state government officials, sometimes even 
students. This leads to turf wars and unproductive wastes of resources; for example, the 
chemistry department might forbid others from using “their” building, even though it might be 
wiser to use some of the space for other needs. 

12.  There are often massive governance problems. Who runs the schools? There are several 
who claim that right, leading to murky decision-making, often by committees (“shared 
governance”) of a non-innovative nature to appease all powerful claimants. 

What to do? The key to change is found in three “I” words – information, incentives, and 
innovation. Information is key to making intelligent decision-making, yet often the incentives are 
lacking to do the cost-cutting, innovative things necessary. If good information and incentive 
systems are in place, innovation will take place automatically: necessity is the mother of 
invention. 

Richard Vedder directs the Center for College Affordability and Productivity, teaches economics 
at Ohio University, and is adjunct scholar at the American Enterprise Institute. He is the author 
of Going Broke by Degree. 

  
  
 
 
 
 



Investors.com 
Late Night 
by Andrew Malcolm 

Leno: President Obama urges Americans not to read too much into the recent terrible jobs 
report. In fact, he said it's probably best if you don't read it at all. 

Fallon: Obama says the biggest mistake of his first term was not telling a story that gave 
Americans a sense of unity. Then, Americans replied, “Fixing the economy would’ve been cool 
too.” 

Leno: Joe Biden says Mitt Romney's economic policies are "George Bush on steroids." Well, 
Obama's policies are Jimmy Carter's on Ambien. 

Leno: Rep. Barney Frank married Jim Ready last weekend. Rep. Dennis Kucinich was there 
too, not as a guest. He was the other little man atop the cake. 

Fallon: A Massachusetts man was chased by a great white shark while kayaking for the first 
time. Or as he now calls it, “Kayaking for the last time.” 
  
Letterman: Very hot in New York City this week. Over 100 degrees. With the wind chill though, it 
was only 99. 

Leno: Bruce Willis has just begun filming the fifth 'Die Hard' movie. This one is being shot on 
location in "Leisure World." 

Letterman: New York City Mayor Bloomberg now wants micro-apartments, little living spaces 
measuring 20-by-20 feet. They're so tiny the refrigerator door opens in. 

Fallon: Members of the British band Chumbawamba announced that they are breaking up after 
30 years. Yeah, 30 years — and one song. 

Fallon: A barricaded North Carolina man demanded a pizza and a Paris Hilton hook-up. The 
cops said OK on the one, but pizza could be a problem. 

Letterman: Did you watch the All-Star baseball game? Boy, nothing more exciting than watching 
your favorite players give 50%. 

Letterman: Katie Holmes is sad over her divorce from Tom Cruise. But excited she can wear 
high heels again. 

Fallon: Kobe Bryant says this year's Olympic basketball team could beat the '92 Dream Team. 
Of course they could! All the guys from '92 are like 50 years old. 

Leno: The U.S. Olympic uniforms were made in China. Turns out, they were made by some of 
the same kids who could beat us in gymnastics.  

Fallon: A new study says people with a lot of phobias are more likely to have health problems. 
Or as those people put it, 'I was afraid of that.' 



Leno: California is so broke that Mexico fixed the hole in the fence just to keep us from crawling 
back in. 

  

 
  
  

 
  
  
  



 
  
  

 
  
  
  



 
  
 
  
  

 
  
  



 
  
  
 


